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Pre-1960 Electric One Switch Fun: Extras 
Early fun and games played with an electric switch 
 

 
Van de Graaf generator photo via: CriticalEnquiry.org 
 

Electricity. The ultimate discovery – OMD 1980 
 
Since the first humans saw lightning flash across the sky, the power of electricity 
has both fascinated and frightened us. 
 
Harnessing and better understanding this power took some time. One early step 
was in playing with amber (fossilised tree resin), known in ancient Greek as 
“ēlektron" and Latin as “electrum”. Rubbing amber on fur builds up a static charge. 
Hovering this magical stone across human hair will make it rise towards it. That 
Amber was long used in mystical medicine practices around the world is of no 
surprise. 
 
In his book De Magnete (1600) English physicist William Gilbert documented the 
first Scientific recognition of static electricity. From his wide range of experiments 
with amber and magnets our understanding of electricity started to bloom. 
 
Some electrical games however predated any understanding of electricity….  

https://www.oneswitch.org.uk/page/001
http://criticalenquiry.org/wp/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/galvanized_corpse.jpg
https://youtu.be/Y43XLVqjytQ
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Gilbert_(physician)
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… some games simply relied upon the electricity coursing through our brains and 
nerve endings. Ancient games with no batteries required to play… 
 

 

Stare outs. On the count of three, stare at an opponent. First to blink loses. 
Photo via: OnlineBicycleMuseum.co.uk  

  

Sleeping lions, the children’s party game. All but one must lay perfectly still and 
silent, if you’re spotted making a single sound or a move, you’re out! Surely as old 
as sentient life, with its origins in learning how to play dead to avoid capture or 
attack. 
Photo via: PrincessPartiesuk.com  

https://onlinebicyclemuseum.co.uk/1880s-tiller-treadle-velocipede-tricycle/
https://princesspartiesuk.com/uncategorized/traditional-childrens-party-games/
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In 1780 Italian scientist Luigi Galvani discovered that electrical charge could make 
the legs of a dissected Frog twitch. He deduced that there was a store of electrical 
energy in the frog’s pelvis. Hopes grew that perhaps it would be possible to harness 
the power of this store, and perhaps to bring the dead back to life. 
  
Fellow Italian Alessandro Volta was first to succeed in creating an electric battery 
in 1799. Not a battery made of frogs, but of copper, zinc and brine-soaked cloth. As 
scientists began to better understand how to harness the power of electricity, more 
electrical games and amusements would begin to appear. Some slightly bonkers: 
 

   
 
…some horrific, with human corpses, making them twitch into some grotesque 
parody of life. This led to the creation of Mary Shelly’s Frankenstein. It was also part 
of the path that led to the wonders of modern medical uses of electricity, such as 
the defibrillator, first demonstrated in Geneva, Switzerland in 1899. 
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One-switch to live. 
Early defibrillator picture via: CommunityHeartbeat.org.uk 
 
 

https://web.archive.org/web/20200928163643/https:/www.communityheartbeat.org.uk/defibrillators-brief-history
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Doorbell games of Knock Down Ginger. Press the button for as long as you dare, 
run away to hide out of sight, watch the confused resident open the door to no 
one. Do repeatedly to make them mad. 
Photo via: MikePeel.net 

http://mikepeel.net/
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1897: Sears catalogue electric doorbells and buzzers with push-buttons. 
Picture via: Electrachime.net   

 

https://web.archive.org/web/20200408113037/https:/www.electrachime.net/exhibits-landing-page/sears-doorbell-history/early-doorbells/
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Push-button horns, hooters and klaxons: Make unexpecting people (or geese) 
jump out of their skins with a deliciously timed honk as you drive or sail by. Grin 
mischievously. 
 
c.1911-1914 Electric Signal Horn with bush button switch. 
Picture via: Moebius-bcn.com  

  

https://web.archive.org/web/20200222105404/http:/www.moebius-bcn.com/arqueologia-industrial-estadounidense/
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1890 Pacific Phonograph Co modified music player started with coin-slot. Drop in 
a coin and listen to the recording. 

Automatic Chime Bells. One coin to trigger an electricity powered musical bell 
symphony. Taken from a 1899 Ogden & Co. catalogue of automatic slot 
machines. 

 

https://pennymachines.co.uk/Forum/viewtopic.php?f=5&t=8249
https://web.archive.org/web/20210119085953/https:/www.rickcrandall.net/penny-arcade-mills-arcade/
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1912 US illuminated watch stand. Guess the time upon waking in the dark, then press to find out if 
right or not. Not a fun game for insomniacs. Latching on/off switch on top of box. Remote push-
button switch to side.  
Via: Flashlight Museum 
 

 
Get good at morse code, and it’s possible to play hangman, chess and other word and number 
games at great distances. 
Picture via: El Blog De Moebius 

http://www.wordcraft.net/flashlight8.html
http://www.moebius-bcn.com/
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Banish the shadow monsters or turn yourself into one by turning it on and off under your chin.  
c.1917 Eveready Daylo Torch / Flashlight. 
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Make the bizarre robot rabbit / dog come alive by activating their lightbulb eyes and using 
ventriloquism skills. 1920 Austrian rabbit novelty table light with white push-button (left) and bulldog 
circa 1930 (right) 
 
Pictures via: Flashlight Museum. 
 
 

http://www.wordcraft.net/flashlight6.html
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Play at being a massive show-off with novelty illuminated badges. 
 
1920s illuminated porcelain light up badges. A battery could sit in the user’s pocket or be displayed 
on cork as above. 
 
Pictures via: Flashlight museum. 

http://www.wordcraft.net/flashlight8.html
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Play at find the escaping prisoners or sinking boat or escaped tiger or whatever 
your imagination can come up with. 
 
Paramount Electrical Toys search light. 
Picture via: Vectis Auctions 

https://www.vectis.co.uk/
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The range of coin-operated “automatics” that were started using a single electric 
switch grew steadily throughout the 20th Century. Automatons with animated scenes 
(some quite macabre such as public executions), Love Testers (from 1929) and 
marionettes (such as the laughing Policemen or Sailor) became commonplace in 
new amusement arcades and parlours. 
1940s personality testers above. Laughing sailor picture below via: Penny Machines. 
 

 

https://web.archive.org/web/20201126212624/https:/pennymachines.co.uk/museum/automata/
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Marx Voice Controlled on/off switch for a train-set - 1937 patent.  
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1948: The Garod Tele-zoom. A one button TV remote that toggled between a 
standard or zoomed in view. The Pittsburgh Post Gazette painted the benefits as 
including being able to admire attractive women in more detail. 
 
Picture via: Amherst Newspapers 
 
  

https://ohiomemory.org/digital/collection/p15005coll31/id/25211
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1951: Early one-switch home television games could be played from the comfort of 
your chair courtesy of Zenith’s “Lazy Bones” single button wired remote control. 
This device gave Americans the power to flick between their two or three TV 
channels on the press of a switch. 
 
Switch games included rapidly flicking between two or more TV channels to make 
a new improved programme. Also honing “commercial killer” skills by muting or 
dodging annoying adverts with expert timing, without missing the programme you 
actually wanted to watch. Other TV games relied upon the sound being off: Early 
home Karaoke with popstars on mute, with a prize for the best. Similarly, comedy 
ventriloquism putting words into the mouths of pompous muted public figures. 
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1950 Tru-Action Electric Horse Race. One-switch to start the race. Turn it off to stop at any time. 
Place your bets please. On your marks. Set. [Flick switch ON] Buzzzzzzzzzz…….. 
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The 1950s saw many affluent children bring one-button toys into their homes. Robots led the 
charge, with cars, dogs and all manner of things to follow. 
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1958: Radio-controlled toys from Masudaya Co. Japan. First in line was the Radicon 
Robot swiftly followed by Mrs Radicon Robot, Boats, Buses and Cars. Each press 
would cycle through a different function, left, forward, right, forward, backwards and 
stop (repeat). Games of skittles, chase a pet, obstacle course runs and mock 
interplanetary giant robot invasion ensued. 
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1959: Jamiesons launched the first of a range of mesmerising (for the time) electric 
one-button gambling games. First of these were Rotolite and Electro Dart. Soon 
after followed the Rotolite Sweetie. These machines shared much with the 
revolutionary assistive technology of the POSM (Patient Operated Selector 
Mechanism). See the OneSwitch 100 Room 2 for more. 
 
Picture via: SuperShotBattyManBor YouTube channel 

 
 

     

https://oneswitch.org.uk/page/002
https://youtu.be/6mAP4mXFFao
https://www.oneswitch.org.uk/page/001
https://www.oneswitch.org.uk/page/100

